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The Kriterion Publishing House in Jeopardy Once Again 
 
 The government in Rumania has initiated further moves, repeated every year, aimed at 
closing down the publishing house of the minorities, Kriterion.  An inspection committee 
delegated to the publishing house by the Central Committee in 1984 and 1985 had 
unsuccessfully tried to demonstrate, through protracted hearings, that Kriterion publishes 
works against the State. 
 
 This year the Rumanian authorities shifted tactics.  At this moment a so-called 
financial inspection committee is on mission at the publishing house.  Its personnel is 
composed of the same individuals as the former political inspection committee.  The leader 
is a party official by the name of Dulea, an extreme chauvinist, also vice-president of 
the so-called Socialist Education and Cultural Council -- that is, the censorship office. 
 
 We have learned that the committee's goal is to charge the management of the 
publishing house for mishandling funds.  They have noted the expenditures in connection 
with the publication of the novel of János Puszta, A csapda (The Trap), which was banned 
by the censors last year during its printing.   85,000 lei was spent on the publication of 
the manuscript; this sum is now claimed from the publisher, Géza Domokos, from Emma Botár, 
the former fiction editor, and from the editor Péter Egyed.  All will be subject to 
disciplinary action as well. 
 
 Incidentally, in 1986 Kriterion was only able to publish 30 volumes in the languages 
of the nationalities of Rumania, 80% of which were translations from the Rumanian.  The 
leadership of the Party prohibited the publication of the Volume IV of the Erdélyi magyar 
szótörténeti tár (Ethymological Dictionary of Hungarian in Transylvania), and of Volume II 
of the Romániai magyar irodalmi lexikon (Encyclopaedia of Hungarian Literature in 
Rumania).  Furthermore, the galley-proofs of a collection of children's poems submitted 
long ago by Sándor Kányádi have been in storage, almost without hope of reaching the 
market. 
 
 The competent Party authorities have informed the employees of Kriterion that they 
should not expect any contemporary work of Hungarian literature, history or ethnology to 
be published in Rumania in the future. 
                                                                           




